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Predicting Sales from Ad Testing: A McDonald’s
Case History
An ongoing challenge to advertising researchers is how to validate the predictions we make
about real-world sales performance based on
pretesting research metrics. This is important
for three reasons: First, it helps quantify the
contribution advertising can make to a firm’s
ROI, in support of management’s advertising funding decisions. Second, it confirms the
relevant definition of advertising “quality” in
terms of measurable research constructs that
can be implemented as a quality-control step
in the creative development process. Third, it
provides a baseline for distinguishing between
what we know and what we do not know about
how advertising works for evaluating potential
improvements in the research process itself.
This study reports the results of research
done to determine the relationship between
the quality of TV advertising creative that
McDonald’s airs in the U.S., as measured by the
Ameritest testing system and publicly reported
McDonald’s sales figures. While billed as a
“case history” because it focuses on one brand,
it is by no means an anecdotal story. Instead, it
is something of a “big data” approach to validation. It involves a census of creative quality in
the Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) category
over a period of years, including metrics on
approximately 450 hundred McDonald’s commercials. Data was gathered from 180,000 consumer interviews, which were correlated with
77 months of data on changes in same store
sales that McDonald’s reported to Wall Street.
The central finding of this study is that just four
variables explain nearly half of the sales growth
reported by McDonald’s during this six and
a half year period. Importantly, each variable
directly relates to the quality of the advertising
creative but are separate from media spending
levels.
Ameritest
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Barriers to Validation
There are a number of barriers to validation
research that make it a difficult exercise and,
frankly, which gives rise to a widespread myth
among marketers that current methods of
advertising pretesting cannot predict sales.
1. One barrier is that of defining what is meant
by “sales.”
Is it the absolute amount of dollars or units of
a product sold? Is it market share, and if so, of
which set of brands? Is it a change in sales or
sales growth versus last month or the same
time a year ago? What time period should be
looked at? The period when advertising is running or is it, as most advertisers believe, some
kind of net present value of future sales accruing to long-term ad effects?
2. A second barrier is matching media spend
and creative executions for the time periods
being studied.
Accurately describing a large media buy is,
itself, a complex data set. It involves the overlay
of national and local media buys, which is then
compounded by the fact that many brands run
multiple ads and multiple versions of the same
ad, e.g. 30-second commercials versus 15-second versions, during the sales periods being
studied. However, the real problem is that independent research suppliers pretesting ads rarely
have access to detailed media information simply because it is often too much work for the
client to provide a synchronized set of data.
3. A third barrier is incomplete or missing ad
quality data.
For budgetary reasons, advertisers rarely pretest all of the ads in a campaign that they are
running. And yet, as ad testers, we see con-
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siderable variation in performance scores from
execution to execution, even for ads from the
same campaign “pool.”
Perhaps even more importantly, very few
advertisers systematically test the competitive
ads they are up against. And yet, predicting the
sales performance of an ad without knowing
the relative strength of competing ads is akin to
forecasting product sales at a given price point
without knowing what price the competitor is
charging.
4. A fourth barrier is standardizing data across
time periods.
Using different research methodologies at different times to test a brand’s advertising creates an apples-to-oranges situation. While most
pretesting companies will claim to measure
similar high-level constructs such as “attention,”
“branding,” “persuasion,” “liking,” etc., the
actual interview questions used to operationalize each construct can be quite different among
systems. In order to preserve comparability over
time, advertisers are understandably quite reluctant to change testing systems. Nevertheless,
for a variety of business reasons most advertisers change testing systems every few years
with the result that comparisons of ad quality
over extended periods of time can be problematic.
5. A fifth barrier is that the one-size-fits-all
approach to building predictive advertising models simply does not work.
Brands differ in terms of how advertising will
drive sales. Advertising will work differently for
category leaders than for second tier brands or
new products, differently in cluttered, highlycompetitive categories than in stable or highlydifferentiated categories, and differently for
luxury brands than for brands with low prices.
Consequently, aggregating data across brands
from a database of ad test results in order to
validate the relationship to in market performance will likely to lead to disappointing results.
Ameritest
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McDonald’s Case History
For a variety of reasons, McDonald’s is a good
candidate for a research validation exercise.
For one thing, the QSR business is a highlyadvertised category so that sales are likely to
be highly influenced by the advertising investment, particularly in television. In a typical year
in the U.S., the top eighteen QSR brands air
over three hundred 30-second television commercials. As the category leader, McDonald’s
airs about a fifth of this number, or nearly sixty,
distinct TV spots each year. With this kind of
investment, McDonald’s management would
certainly expect to see a strong relationship
between advertising and sales.
Moreover, because of its fast-tempo advertising strategy, McDonald’s changes out television
creative monthly, with four or five new commercials airing each month, so that the time frame
for seeing a direct advertising-to-sales effect
should be a fairly narrow window for analysis.
Sales Data for Validation
As a pretesting company, we go though regular validation exercises for most of our major
clients. However, this is proprietary information
that we cannot share. For this study, therefore,
we used either publicly available information or
a database of syndicated creative test scores,
which are the property of Ameritest.
The sales data used in our analysis is the
monthly change in same-store sales versus one
year ago for U.S. operations of McDonald’s.
These are the official sales figures reported to
Wall Street and were obtained from the brokerage house of Morgan Stanley. (See Exhibit 1.)
The data covers a six-year time period, from
January 2007 through May 2013. To test the
stability of the model, it was first built for the
five-year period ending in 2012 and then updated with data from the sixth year. Essentially, the
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Exhibit 1

Publicly Available Information
Monthly Sales = Change in Same-Store Sales Versus
One Year Ago, for U.S. Operations
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During the time period January 2007–May 2013, the McDonald’s reported 77 months’ worth of
U.S. sales data to Wall Street.

findings were similar for the original model and
the model covering the extended period of time.

Limitations of the Data
A number of other variables that likely had a
significant impact on McDonald’s sales during
this period are not explicitly included in the validation model. The QSR industry was impacted
by macro-economic variables beyond its control,
the most obvious being the recession of 2008.
Moreover, McDonald’s changed a number of
other marketing variables. For example, during
this period, a major remodeling took place in
many of its stores. Its menu offerings were also
significantly expanded, e.g. the McCafé targeting the Starbucks business.
Perhaps most interesting for research attempting to model the relationship between advertising and sales, our model does not include a
measure of media spending. This is because
McDonald’s spending data is proprietary and we
did not have access to it. However, a benefit
Ameritest
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of this omission is that it sets this study apart
from marketing mix models, which tend to be
heavily driven by the media spend variable. It
also allows us to make a clear statement about
the importance of the creative quality variable
without regard to the level of advertising expenditure.

Ad Quality Metrics
Since 2007, Ameritest has been collecting metrics on the creative quality of television commercials for the top eighteen brands in the QSR category. For this syndicated service, commercials
are captured from television within 24 hours of
debuting nationally and tested the same week.
Thus, the sample of ads used in this study represents a virtual “census” of all thirty-second
fast food commercials aired in the U.S. in the
past six years, or almost 2000 commercials. Of
these, 441 were for McDonald’s and 1533 were
for McDonald’s competitors.
The online test is an automated and standardized version of the mainstream Ameritest
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pretest, as shown below in Exhibit 2. It is a
monadic test among 100 consumers per ad,
with quotas set for age and gender. Consumers
are screened for past thirty-day category usage
and must live or work “conveniently close” to
the brand being advertised.
During the fifteen-minute interview, consumers
are first exposed to a clutter reel of five QSR
commercials, the test ad and four competitive
ads, shown in randomized order. In order to
achieve a balance of continuity over time versus the changing landscape of the competitive
environment, two of the competitive ads are
“control” ads that remain consistent throughout
the year and two are competitive ads that have
debuted in the preceding month. After exposure to the clutter reel, respondents are asked
the question from which Ameritest derives its
Attention score, “Which ads, if any, did you
find interesting?” Thus, the measure of breakthrough power used is not a memory test, but
rather is a measure of self-reported consumer
“interest.”
Next, the test ad is shown again by itself and
the remaining interview data is collected.
Motivation, which is asked first, is a five-point
intent to visit the restaurant, complemented
with a five-point intent to purchase any featured

product. Communication is measured with both
an open-ended question and with ten closedended rating statements designed to reflect the
most frequently communicated messages in the
category (convenience, taste, etc.). Branding is
a scale, measuring the “fit” between the advertising execution and consumers’ brand perceptions. The remainder of the interview consists of
both verbal and non-verbal diagnostics, including
three Ameritest Picture Sorts® and two Copy
Sorts. For reporting purposes, the creative metrics that are collected are indexed to a rolling
average of the preceding twelve months worth
of data. For further information on the methodology, please refer to either The Advertising
Research Handbook or the Ameritest website at
www.ameritest.net.
For the purpose of understanding this validation
exercise, perhaps the most important thing to
keep in mind is that these particular creative
metrics are continuously collected using a standard methodology, over a significant period of
time and among a controlled sample of consumers for a large number of ads.

Modeling McDonald’s Sales
A model predicting McDonald’s sales was built

Exhibit 2

Flow of Interview

1.
Clutter exposure
of one QSR
commercial in a
competitive QSR
commercial pod

Ameritest

2.
Attention Score
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3.
Re-exposure to
test QSR
commercial
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Motivation
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Brand Ratings
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using multiple regressions. To keep the model
parsimonious, only four variables were used and
the model does not include media spend. The
model related sales for any given month to the
creative performance of commercials airing that
month. This four-variable model explains almost
half of the variation in sales growth, with an
R-squared of 48%. (See Exhibit 3.)

X2—An advertising quality metric, which is a
composite variable of executional performance
metrics and communication metrics described
below.
X3—A “calorie” variable, which is a dummy variable set to “0” and to “1” when McDonald’s
began communicating calorie counts for their
products on their menus late in 2012.

The Model:
Y = .50X1 +.39X2 + .20X3 - .39X4 -.826
Definition of Variables:
Y—Monthly change in same-store sales versus
a year ago for McDonald’s U.S. operations from
January 2007 thru May 2013.
X1—A “momentum” variable consisting of the
average of the prior three months sales growth,
which includes any longer-term effects of advertising beyond those attributed to the specific
weeks the test ads were airing.

X4—A negative advertising quality variable that
identifies any ads that failed to communicate a
relevant strategic message to consumers other
than the default consumer inference of “convenience.”
Comments:
1. The momentum variable is designed to reflect
the idea that month-to-month changes in sales
are not independent of each other, but rather
follow a Markov Process. Obviously, many
marketing variables—such as store remodels
or menu changes—may have effects that carry
forward many months into the future. This vari-

Exhibit 3

McDonald’s Sales Growth = Momentum + Advertising
Quality + Calories - Negative Advertising Quality

R 2 = 48%

Dependent Variable: Change In Same-Store Sales
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able would also capture some of advertising’s
longer-term brand building effects on consumer
memory and not just its short-term impact on a
particular month’s sales.
2. The advertising quality variable is actually a
composite index made up of the following components:
Ad Quality = Execution X Strategy
= Creative Idea X Relevant Message
= (Attention X Branding X Motivation)
X Message Communicated
= (Ameritest Performance Index) X Messaging
Attention, Branding and Motivation (intent to
visit restaurant) are the standard Ameritest pretest “report card” measures, described above.
The Messaging metric is the top-rated message
from the repertoire of ten fast food messages
collected in the brand ratings. All of these measures were indexed to the rolling average for
the category from the preceding twelve months.
To calculate the composite creative index score
for each month, we looked at the messaging

of each ad and only kept “effective” ads that
scored at or above average (index greater than
100) on at least one strategic message. Once
the ads that failed to reach this hurdle were
eliminated, the API scores for each ad were
multiplied by the top message rating scored by
that ad. The average creative index score for the
number of effective ads running that month was
then calculated.
3. The negative advertising quality variable was
calculated in a way that was analogous to X2,
except that only ads that communicated “convenience” as the top-rated message, out of the
ten options, were used in the average for each
month and ads with low and high API scores
were included.

Description of Model
The momentum variable is the most important
of the four, explaining about a third of sales
growth, with an R-squared of 34%.
The advertising quality variable is the next most
important, explaining about a tenth of monthly

Exhibit 4

January 2010 Quick Service Restaurant TV Performance Ranking
Average = 100
Rank Ad Name

API

Attention

1.

Chick-fil-A: Spell It Out

189

149

140

178

2.

Domino’s Pizza: We’ve Changed

188

168

132

154

3.

Sonic: Limeades for Learning

186

161

119

188

4.

Wendy’s: Expect More

180

183

123

143

5.

Dairy Queen: Listen To Your Spirit

170

161

140

123

6.

Sonic: It’s A Coffee

170

139

143

148

7.

Sonic: Tot Head

167

158

135

128

8.

Chick-fil-A: The Takeover

162

146

127

139

9.

McDonald’s: WWMO Egg Fix It Mocha Food 30

158

133

135

143

155

139

118

153

135. Pizza Hut: Pizza Jackpot

75

77

89

84

136. Papa John’s: The Best Games

75

58

112

83

10. Wendy’s: Launch/Lift

Branding Motivation

~

The Ameritest Performance Index (API) is a weighted score combining Attention, Branding and
Motivation. It is indexed to the average of scores for in-category ads tested.

Ameritest
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sales growth, with an R-squared of 9%. Of
course, this only accounts for advertising’s
contribution to short-term sales and not to longterm brand building effects.
The advertising quality variable that accounts
for ineffective ads that fail to contribute a strategic message also enters the model in a negative way—with a negative beta coefficient—to
increase the predictive power of the model by
another 2%.
Finally, the dummy variable marking McDonald’s
decision to communicate calorie content on the
menu improves the model by another 3%.

Discussion of Model
Importance of Competitive Context
One interesting feature of this model is that
creative quality is measured in relative terms, in
the context of “fresh” competitive advertising
aired during the same year. This contrasts the
standard industry practice of evaluating advertising against a normative database—norms which
may be comprised of ads which may be many
years out of date. (See Exhibit 4.)

Exhibit 5

The business philosophy behind this approach
is akin to that of pricing a product to market, i.e.
relative to what competitors are charging, rather
than what it costs to produce the product.
Similarly, the strength of McDonald’s advertising
is benchmarked in this study against the competitive advertising it is actually running against
rather than to an absolute frame of reference.
In support of this important idea, we analyzed
a subsample from this database. It consisted
of fifteen ad pairs, based on 3000 interviews,
wherein two competing ads appear in the same
clutter reel. In other words, these were cases
where two fast food competitors were in a faceto-face fight for the attention of the consumer.
We discovered that the stronger of the two ads
would “dominate” the weaker advertising, significantly shifting its attention score downward.
The implication is that if pretesting research tells
a client their ad is an “A” on attention-getting
power and it happens to run against a “C” commercial in the same TV pod, the stronger ad
will turn the competitor’s ad into a “D” performance. (See Exhibit 5.)

Dueling Competitive Ads
48%
40%
33%
26%

(15 ads, 3000 respondents)

Average
Competitors

Creative Grade “B”

Strong
Competitors

Same Test
Ads

“C”

“D”

“A”

When two competing ads appear in the same commercial pod, the stronger ad erases memories
of the weaker ad. An “A” ad can turn a “C” competitor into a “D” performance.

Ameritest
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Strategic Communication

The psychological mechanism for this interaction phenomenon may be found in the wellestablished theory of “cognitive dissonance.”

In his classic work, The Mathematical Theory of
Communication, Claude Shannon points out that
communication can occur only when a particular message is selected from a set of possible
messages that must be known to both sender
and receiver. For the QSR industry, the set of
possible messages that can be used to position
a brand is largely covered by the consumer benefits listed in Exhibit 6.

This also highlights our emerging understanding
that human memory is “plastic” and changeable. When we looked at the moment-bymoment short-term memory maps generated
in these paired tests, we frequently found that
some moments in the weaker ad were less well
recalled when viewed in the context of a strong
competitor than when up against a weak competitor.

As the category leader, McDonald’s must view
each of these messages as a potential line of
attack by a smaller competitor attempting to
carve a niche out of their broad business base.
Strategically, McDonald’s can defend itself by
preemptively claiming each of these benefits for
the brand, which it does across a large portfolio of
television commercials. You can see the total ad
count for each message for each brand in 2009, a
typical year in our QSR database, in Exhibit 7.

These findings suggest that one way that advertising can work is by overwriting or deleting
short-term memories laid down by competing
advertising. Using a biological analogy, engagement with advertising ultimately turns into a
fierce competition for memory space as brands
fight to occupy a niche in the neural ecosystem
of the consumer’s mind.

Exhibit 6

Repertoire of Brand Messages
Based on this ad,
McDonald’s is/has...

25

50

75

100

125

Overall, is the best fast food restaurant.

175

132

Convenient.

94

Enjoyable place.

92

For the whole family.
Fresh ingredients.

Average Index 100

78

Above Average

58

Below Average

Good tasting.

111

Good value.

85

Good variety.
Healthy.

76
64

High quality.

Ameritest
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Exhibit 7

Total Ad Count of Top Communicated Messages Per Ad Per Brand
Based on 2009 :30 Ad Portfolios

In contrast, Subway’s strategy is quite different. Its messaging is focused entirely on health
claims as Subway attempts to position its brand,
not against McDonald’s, but rather against the
entire fast food category, which is often perceived as unhealthy.
Just because the number of possible messages
in the category is small, does not mean the
number of creative expressions of those messages is equally limited. A brand’s positioning
may be fixed, but a brand’s image is potentially
limitless.
Exhibit 8 highlights seven highly motivating
ads from different brands that each communicated the restaurant “is an enjoyable place to
eat.” However, as the different creative teams
“unpacked” the emotional meaning of the posiAmeritest
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tioning, each came up with very different ways
to express their brand’s idea of an “enjoyable
place.”
Similarly, the examples in Exhibit 9 show five
different, but all highly motivating, expressions
of the important strategic message of “variety.”
The presence of a strategic message by itself
is not enough to explain advertising’s impact on
McDonald’s sales growth, but only in combination with measures of executional strength—
Attention, Branding, Motivation—can we get
an accurate assessment of the role of creative
quality in driving sales.

Failure to Communicate
One way that advertising can fail to work is by
not communicating a message that supports the
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Exhibit 8

Creative Expression of Stretegy: Enjoyable Place
Metaphor

Empowerment

Motivation: 128
Enjoyable Place: 171

Motivation: 123
Enjoyable Place: 160

Motivation: 123
Enjoyable Place: 151

Escape

Dairy Queen
“A Taste of Class”

Subway
“Fresh Fit Kid”

Subway
“Scrabble® Getaway”

Social Interaction
Motivation: 128
Enjoyable Place: 171

Sonic
“Good Idea”

Motivation: 133
Enjoyable Place: 155

Sonic
“Free Float”

Fantasy
Motivation: 128
Enjoyable Place: 162

Sonic
“Hoops Injury”

Motivation: 178
Enjoyable Place: 153

Chick-fil-A
“Spell It Out”

Exhibit 9

Creative Expression of Strategy: Variety
Literal

Customization

Something for Everyone

Motivation: 158
Enjoyable Place: 154

Motivation: 123
Enjoyable Place: 164

Motivation: 138
Enjoyable Place: 156

Motivation: 153
Enjoyable Place: 156

Motivation: 133
Enjoyable Place: 150

Subway
“5 Dollar Feast”

Subway
“Fresh Fit Kid”

Subway
“Flavor Is The World”

Wendy’s
“Happy Birthday”

Wendy’s
“Far From Fast Food”

strategic positioning of the brand. On occasion,
this kind of failure can do more damage than
merely causing the loss of the media investment. Creative that strays too far from what the
brand stands for in the mind of the consumer
can blur the brand positioning and damage the
brand image.
For example, advertising from McDonald’s that
only reminds consumers of McDonald’s convenience. In practice, McDonald’s would never
run advertising with the stated purpose in the
creative brief of communicating the categorical
attribute of fast food, “convenience,” which so
often has negative connotations of poor quality
and poor nutrition. Nevertheless, in the absence
Ameritest
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Uniqueness

of any stronger benefit being conveyed, it would
not be surprising that the “default” message
that consumers would take away from fast food
advertising (a blank filled in by consumers own
beliefs about the category) would be this very
message of convenience.
When we looked at the distribution of
McDonald’s advertising by brand messaging,
we found that 60% of commercials conveyed
a primary message consisting of one or more
of the nine benefits described above. However,
for 30% of McDonald’s ads, the primary or only
message communicated by the ad was “convenient.” Furthermore, the last 10% conveyed
none of the strategic messages represented in
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the category repertoire. (See Exhibit 10.)
As the meaning of a McDonald’s ad defaults
to convenience, or to nothing at all, the quality
rating declines accordingly. More specifically, in
looking at the correlation with Motivation scores,
when convenience is the only message of an
ad, the correlation is negative (-21%), but can be
a positive (+26%) when convenience is couched
with other relevant messages.
Thus, in our model, we find evidence that the
quality of advertising creative is an important
variable in driving sales performance, but also
that unfocused advertising can actually hurt
sales.

Impact of Calorie Communication
In order to preemptively get ahead of a social
movement for education about the calorie
content of food sold in restaurants, in the third
quarter of 2012, McDonald’s became the first
national chain of quick service restaurants to
voluntarily report the calorie content of its menu
items. Given the widespread misalignment

between consumer perceptions and the actual
calorie content of specific foods, this appeared
to be a risky marketing move.
And yet, as we see in the positive weighting in
our model, this marketing decision made a net
positive contribution to McDonald’s sales during
the following year.
To help understand why McDonald’s could benefit from publicly communicating their calorie
content, we looked to custom information collected the preceding year in anticipation of this
social issue.
One way of thinking about the calorie content
of food is to think of it as the “price” in calories that consumers are willing to pay when
they make a choice about which foods to eat.
With this conceptual framework, we designed
a custom question patterned after the Van
Westendorp price sensitivity meter, substituting
calories in for money in the question.
Our goal was to determine the “fair” price in
calories that consumers were willing to pay for
a particular product and to compare that to the
“asking” price in calories the product actually
contains. In our study, we examined 71 QSR

Exhibit 10

McDonald’s Messaging

Relevant
Brand
Message
(1 of 9
choices)
N=
Avg. Ad
Quality
Score
(API)=

Ameritest

Convenience
Message
(Primary or
only
message)

No
Strategic
Message

242 ads

149 ads

50 ads

100

84

66
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commercials, based on 7100 interviews, singlemindedly focused on a specific product.
Not surprisingly, 71% of consumers thought the
fair calorie price for fast food products was significantly lower than the asking price. However,
importantly, the gap between the two varied
considerably by brand for the product shown in
the tested ads.

Advertising could be motivating by focusing on
either a “health” or a “taste” message, depending on the relationship between the fair calorie
price and the actual calorie price of a particular
product. This suggests that the calorie content
of McDonald’s products, while initially restricted
to the menu, may be used to its advantage as a
basis for messaging in future McDonald’s advertising. (See Exhibit 11.)

The smallest gap between fair price and asking
price (perception and reality) was for Subway,
which makes sense given their focus on health
messaging. A close second was McDonald’s,
which was in a much better position to deal with
the calorie issue over time than were competitors such as Burger King, Sonic or Dairy Queen.

Factors Affecting Executional
Performance

Moreover, in analyzing the data, we found some
interaction between the advertising quality and
consumer perceptions of a fair calorie price.

If we look at the direct relation between the
API’s component measures: Branded Attention
(Attention x Brand Linkage) and Motivation,

The distribution of the Ameritest Performance
Index or executional performance metrics in the
QSR database follows a normal bell curve. (See
Exhibit 12.)

Exhibit 11

Gap Between Perceived and Actual Calories
1000
Fair Price Calories

Asking Price Calories

Calories

800
600
400
200

McDonald’s

Subway

Wendy’s

Arby’s

Dairy Queen

Sonic

Burger King

0

Brand

Ameritest
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Exhibit 12

Overall Ad Base Performance by API

80

2008

2009

Number of Ads

70
60

QSR 2009: 312 Ads Total

50
40
30
20
10
0

0-20

21-40

41-60

61-80

81-100

101-120

121-140 141-160 161-180 181-200

API Score

API ad quality scores follow a normal bell curve. The average for the creative propulation
can shift up or down from year to year.

Exhibit 13

Attention X Branding X Motivation = Sales

Change in Same Store Sales
6%

5.0%

5

130
120

3.9%

4

110
100

3.4%

3

Ad Quality Scores
140

90

2

80

1

70

0

60

Poor

Average

Good

60

70

80

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Motivation (Index)
Based on 77 months’ worth of McDonald’s sales
data reported to Wall Street and 441 McDonald’s
ads tested within the Ameritest system.

Good
Average
Poor
No Cases

Ameritest
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and McDonald’s sales growth, we can see both
are correlated with sales. (See Exhibit 13.)

Exhibit 14

Importantly, there is considerable variation in
executional quality from month-to-month, both
across brands shown in Exhibit 14, and within

Breakouts of API Across Companies
Above Average

Below

Average

8

4

4

43 27

Sonic (43)
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However, in general, we find that the breakthrough power (or the Branded Attention score)
of an ad is highly correlated with verbal rating
statements such as liking, entertainment,
involvement and uniqueness. Verbal rating
statements, however, only partially explain
a commercial’s attention-getting power. A
complementary, non-verbal diagnostic, the Flow
of Attention® is an equally powerful—but independent variable—that can be used to explain
Branded Attention, as illustrated in Exhibit 16.

McDonald’s production line of TV commercials
as shown in Exhibit 15.
Because the standardized system of testing
used in building the database provides rich
diagnostic information, there is ample data to
explain the differences between strong commercials versus weak ones. Thus, the complete
set of creative metrics collected were used to
validate the ability of diagnostics to predict the
report card measures used in the model. These
results merely confirmed earlier research we
have published in The Advertising Research
Handbook, so detailed findings are not reported
here.

Percent Recalling Image

Exhibit 16

Similarly, the Motivation score of a commercial
is highly correlated with diagnostic ratings of
relevance, new news, believability and lack of
confusion. It is also highly correlated with the
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The attention-getting power of an ad is related, not just to entertainment value and
uniqueness, but to how the mind preconsciously filters television imagery.

Ameritest
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Exhibit 17

Successful and Unsuccessful Flow of Emotion®
Problematic Ad with Unresolved Negative Emotions
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Motivation is not just a function of conveying a relevant brand message, but of doing so in an
emotionally engaging way.

nonverbal measure of emotional response provided by the Flow of Emotion (X), as illustrated
in Exhibit 17.
Taken together, the diagnostic information for
each ad supports the performance differences
between good and bad advertising seen in the
report card measures. This internal consistency
in the data, across a wide range of creative
executions, provides a strong reason-to-believe
in the content validity of the model.

Long Term Ad Effects
As we can see from the betas in the model,
the momentum variable that describes effects
that persist longer than a single month is most
Ameritest
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important. This variable summarizes a variety of
marketing inputs, including changes in service
operations, changes in product offerings and, of
course, the longer term contributions of advertising to the McDonald’s brand.
To fully understand how advertising drives
sales, it is essential to understand that the
“brand” is nothing more than a memory. To be
sure, it is a complex memory, one comprised
of all past experiences, either real or imagined,
the consumer has had with McDonald’s through
engagement with advertising. An effective
McDonald’s ad transcends the simple stimulusresponse of sales promotions and thus can be
expected to have an effect on sales for some
time after it has aired.
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To demonstrate how advertising persists in
memory, we performed a simple experiment
with five highly attention-getting fast food commercials. Tested among three different consumer samples per ad, we measured memory,
frame-by-frame, 20 minutes after commercial
exposure, 24 hours after commercial exposure
and 7 days after exposure. (See Exhibit 18.)
Not surprisingly, the longer the amount of time
the consumer had to forget, the less consumers
remembered. While an average of 77% of images from these commercials were remembered

after 20 minutes, after a full day only 62% were
remembered. After a week, consumers remembered 52% of the images from the commercial.
Importantly, when we looked across the five
commercials, we saw similar patterns with the
rhythmic peaks and valleys of the memory map.
The most salient images that were peaks after
twenty minutes remained peaks after longer
time periods. In other words, the peak images
that were key to predicting breakthrough scores
or commercial engagement were the same
peak images that lodged most strongly in long

Exhibit 18

Structure of Visual Memory Over Time
77%

62%

52%

As the memories of images decay, the rhythmic structure of image recall remains fairly intact
over time, though a few peaks fade. Short-term memories that are highly-charged with emotion
are more likely to be permanent.

Ameritest
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term memory to build a brand’s image.
A tree, a common shape in nature, is a good
metaphor for a brand. First, a brand must be
rooted in the ground by a stable positioning.
Second, a tree grows year by year by adding new growth rings, representing the brand
image. The peak memories created by an ad are
the images that create the growth rings of the
brand. In the exhibit below, we see examples of
images that created a new growth ring for the
McDonald’s brand in 2009. (See Exhibit 19.)
Since these images persist over time in consumer memory, they likely form the emotional
basis of consumer loyalty—which suggests the
mechanism for advertising’s long-term contribution to the momentum variable in our model.

Exhibit 19

Ameritest

Implications and Conclusion
There are five major conclusions we can draw
from this study:
Quality of advertising creative is a major factor
driving sales response, independent of media
spending levels. Therefore, marketing mix models attempting to quantify advertising’s contribution to ROI are incomplete if they do not include
a creative quality variable.
Relative performance of advertising versus the
competitive set is important. This calls into
question the current practice among many
research companies of focusing strongly on historical norms, especially if the normative database is comprised of archaic ads.

Some Images Added by McDonald’s in 2009
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Creative “quality” is a composite of message
communication and executional variables. This
distinction parallels two common ways of thinking about a brand: “positioning” versus “brand
image.”
Creative quality variation in the fast food category is high, both across brands and within
individual brand advertising production. The fact
that this is a category that does not often pretest ads indicates that brands that adopt such
a research discipline are more likely to gain a
competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Longer term effects of advertising on sales
need to be better understood and quantified.
This suggests that the current research industry
focus over the past few years on “emotional
engagement” with advertising should shift
attention to the study of how emotional engagement with ads is converted to long-term brand
memories.
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